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Abstract—System-on-Chip (SoC) designs using multiple clock
domains are gaining importance due to clock distribution difficul-
ties and increasing in-die process variations. For the same reasons
more emerging SoC designs utilize clock-less domains for parts
of the system. Both clock domain crossing and clocked/clock-
less domain crossing require a mechanism for inter-domain data
transfer that re-synchronizes data to the clock domain of the
receiver and avoids metastability. These synchronizers introduce
added latency and reduce throughput. This paper proposes
merging synchronization with computation in order to reduce
latency while keeping throughput high. The method, called
Gradual Synchronization (GSync), can reduce synchronization
latency at maximum operating frequency by up to 37 percent,
with even greater benefit at slower frequencies. We show the
benefits of this approach in the scenario of an asynchronous
NoC with synchronous end-points.

I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of multiple clock domains or mixed
clocked/clock-less domains in emerging system-on-chip (SoC)
designs creates the possibility of errors during communica-
tion across domain boundaries. The classic problem of re-
synchronizing an asynchronous signal to a clock is known
to exhibit the phenomenon of metastability. Metastability is
an instance of Buridan’s principle (named after fourteenth
century French philosopher Jean Buridan) which can be stated
as follows: a discrete decision based on a continuous range of
values cannot be made within a bounded length of time [1].
In this particular case, the decision to be made is whether a
signal is at logic zero or logic one, and it must be based on
the voltage of the signal—a continuous value. The amount of
time required for a circuit (known as a synchronizer) to “make
up its mind” and determine whether an asynchronous signal is
logic zero or logic one cannot be bounded, and the net effect
is that this decision may require more time than allocated
to it by a synchronous circuit—causing the synchronous
logic to potentially malfunction. This phenomenon was first
experimentally demonstrated by Chaney and Molnar [2].

Fortunately, there are well-known synchronizer implemen-
tations that ensure the probability that the circuit has “not
made up its mind” decays exponentially with time [3], [4].
The probability that it takes more than time T to make a
decision, Pr{t > T}, is given by the expression e−T/τ where
τ is the time constant of the synchronizer. An adequate level of
protection from synchronization failure is obtained by simply
waiting long enough—i.e., by choosing a large enough T .

The most common synchronizer is the “two flip-flop” syn-
chronizer shown in Figure 1. In this design, the transmitted
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Fig. 1. Classic two flip-flop synchronizer. ϕr is the receiver clock and ϕs is
the sender clock.

signal to be synchronized is passed through two sequential flip-
flops both of which are clocked by the receiver’s clock. The
presence of two flip-flops ensures that at least a full cycle is
permitted for the resolution of any metastability. This interval
is deemed to be sufficient for all practical purposes, as it can
provide an extremely low failure probability [5], [6]. While
this solution is very robust, it incurs a high penalty in terms of
synchronization overhead—both in terms of latency as well as
throughput. Attempts to “optimize” this synchronizer to reduce
its latency can result in erroneous implementations [6].

In this paper, we present an alternative approach that merges
synchronization into pipelined computation stages. This ap-
proach reduces the number of cycles lost to synchronization.

II. RELATED WORK

Correct use of the ”two flip-flop” synchronizer requires
some flow control between the two communicating clock
domains. This is often accomplished in the form of requests
and acknowledges. Unfortunately, both must be synchronized
to their respective receiving clocks. Carefully optimizing this
synchronizer in the context of the flow control structure
achieves a lower latency and higher throughput capability [7],
the modifications do result in a reduction of the mean time
between failures (MTBF). A fast alternative is the even/odd
synchronizer [8]. This synchronizer computes a phase esti-
mate based on the relative frequency of the two clocks. The
transmitter writes registers on alternate cycles and the receiver
uses the phase estimate to determine which register to sample.
This synchronizer must be integrated with some form of flow
control in order to ensure every data is sampled.

In order to keep the synchronization throughput high both
Seizovic [9] and Nowick [10] proposed FIFO based syn-
chronizers. In Seizovic’s work an asynchronous FIFO is con-
structed, each FIFO stage attempts to further synchronize the



Fig. 2. A detailed view of a pipeline synchronizer

data so that the final output of the FIFO is synchronized to the
receiver clock, effectively creating pipelined synchronization.
Section II-A discusses this work in greater detail. Nowick’s
dual-clock FIFO design only incurs a synchronization over-
head when the FIFO is nearly full or nearly empty. While this
solution will not have a significant synchronization penalty
when the FIFO is busy, is leads to high synchronization latency
when the FIFO is either completely full or completely empty.
When two domains communicate with differing frequencies,
it seems likely that the connection between the two domains
will encounter this high latency scenario more often than not.

Other work has focused on periodic clock domains, where
a state-machine is used to block communication between two
flip-flops that are in different clock domains if the commu-
nication may lead to metastability. These solutions rely on a
well-defined and predictable clock periodicity, and in some
cases they require that the clocks have similar frequencies or
frequencies that bear a rational relationship [11], [12], [13].
Most of these approaches also have a significant communica-
tion latency, because the core of the design involves communi-
cation between two flip-flops in different clock domains. Also,
this class of solutions do not operate through gated clocks as
they exploit the periodicity of the clock signal, although this
may not be a serious drawback if the number of crossings
between synchronization domains is small.

The situation is different if the receiver is completely
asynchronous. An idle asynchronous circuit is ready to receive
its inputs at any time, and therefore will not encounter the
metastability problem in the form described above [3]. Even
if an asynchronous circuit wishes to sample a signal while
it is changing, it can do so safely because the rest of the
asynchronous circuit can wait for the synchronizer to “make up
its mind” [14]. In certain special cases, one can even optimize
the synchronizer design so as to have minimal impact on
overall system performance [15].

A. Pipeline Synchronization

The pipeline synchronizer attempts to change the arrival
time of an input signal to a time that is synchronized with its
clock input by the end of k stages. Each stage consists of one
synchronizer and one FIFO element. The stages are cascaded
to form the full pipeline allowing more than one data set to
be passing through the synchronizer at a time as shown in
figure 2.

The synchronizer is a mutual exclusion (ME) element. The
ME element ensures that only one of its input signals can be
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Fig. 3. An ME element with one input connected to a clock.

acknowledged at any one time. Connecting one of the ME
element’s input signals to a clock has the effect of adding
a variable delay to the acknowledge of the other input (see
Figure 3). If T is the clock period, the ME will block R from
passing to A for half the clock period, and let R pass to A in
the other half of the clock period. If R shows up within Tw of
the relevant clock edge then a metastability occurs. However,
since the clock oscillates, the ME element will either exit the
metastable state on its own or be forced out of the metastable
state when the clock makes its next transition.

The asynchronous FIFO element follows the specification:

∗[[Ri];Ai, Ro; [Ao]] (1)

The clocks are two phase non overlapping clocks, ϕ0

and ϕ1. As the total number of stages (k) increases, the
probability of encountering a metastability in the kth stage
decreases. The alternating clock ensures that if no metastability
is encountered, a blocking phase will be encountered and the
synchronizer will enter its steady state. In the steady state
each stage takes T/2 and the signals are synchronized with
the clock.

The MTBF can be adjusted to meet the need of the
system by changing the number of stages in the synchro-
nizer. Each stage introduces a latency of T

2 . This latency is
the major disadvantage of pipeline synchronization. Gradual
synchronization uses a similar staged approach and also uses
Seitz’s implementation of the ME element as a synchronizer,
but GSync does not introduce a large latency penalty since
it allows synchronization to occur in parallel with existing
system computation.

III. GRADUAL SYNCHRONIZATION

Gradual Synchronization merges synchronization with com-
putation by dispersing existing pipeline stages into synchro-
nizer stages as shown in Figure 4. In each stage data compu-
tation (CL) occurs while the synchronizer (S) block attempts
to synchronize the request to the receiving clock. The two
tasks which normally occur in isolation now occur in parallel.
Designed in this manner the synchronizer now resembles two-
phase pipeline operation with the FIFOs as the latches between
the stages.

A. Gradual Synchronizer

Each FIFO in the pipeline requires stable data to be present
at the moment it receives a request. Performing computation
on the data in each stage means values change once released
from the sending FIFO. Without sufficient computation time



Fig. 4. Asynchronous input, synchronous output two-phase gradual synchro-
nizer.

Fig. 5. Two-phase FIFO element with second request input for data safety.

incorrect values will be latched by the receiving FIFO. Data
safety is accomplished by adding a computation delay equiv-
alent to the worst case delay in parallel with the synchro-
nization. The send request is split, one copy goes through
the synchronizer and the other through the computation delay.
The FIFO element has a second request input (Si) as shown in
Figure 5. This input allows the data to be latched when stable
but will not initiate the send request unless Ri is present as
well. The control signals for the modified FIFO follow the
specification (two-phase protocol):

∗[[Ri ∧ Si];Ai, Ro; [Ao]]. (2)

B. Correctness Argument

The intuition behind correct operation of the gradual syn-
chronizer is that since the incoming request is split, the
synchronization and the computation delay timer begin at
the same time. As a result, a few simple implementation
requirements are enough to ensure that the Si signal cannot
cause a metastability, nor reduce the throughput of the FIFO
structure.

The jth event on R(i)
o can occur at time:

t
(j)

R
(i)
o

= t
(j)

R
(i)
i

+ τRiRo , (3)

t
(j)

R
(i)
o

= t
(j−1)
A

(i)
o

+ τAoRo , (4)

or

t
(j)

R
(i)
o

= t
(j)

S
(i)
i

+ τSiRo . (5)

Metastable behavior occurs when Ro arrives at a synchro-
nizer coincident with a rising edge of the clock input. Since
there are three times at which Ro can occur, the probability

Fig. 6. Segment of a two-phase asynchronous input, synchronous output
gradual synchronizer.

that a metastability is encountered at the (i+1)st synchronizer
is:

P
(i+1)
f ≤ P (i+1)

f (Ri) + P
(i+1)
f (Ao) + P

(i+1)
f (Si). (6)

The first term is the probability than an event on R(i) occurs
τRiRo before the clock edge. The last term corresponds to
the probability that an event on S(i) occurs τSiRo before the
clock edge. In order to reclaim the most time for computation,
computation must occur in parallel with synchronization.
Therefore, the computation delay τd for one stage must not
exceed the latency introduced per stage:

τd + τSiRo < T/2. (7)

R
(i−1)
o must show up exactly ta after the falling clock edge

in order for S(i)
i to cause a metastability in the (i+ 1)st syn-

chronizer. However, since R(i−1)
o will also arrive at the (i)th

synchronizer at the same time τd begins, the ith synchronizer
will block R(i−1)

o and the (i)th FIFO will be waiting for R(i)
i ,

not S(i)
i . Meaning, P (i+1)

f (Si) = 0 and P
(i+1)
f (Ri) remains

unchanged because the addition of τd and the Si input to
the FIFO cannot create a condition under which Ri causes
a metastability without a metastability in the previous stage.
This probability is:

P
(i+1)
f (Ri) ≤ P (i)

f e−
T
2

−τS−τRiRo
τ0 . (8)

Now, the only thing left to ensure is that the presence of
Si in the stages does not affect P (i+1)

f (Ao). Without the Si
input this probability can be ignored and does not need to be
equal to zero because if a metastability on the jth event in
the pipeline is caused by a transition on Ao that metastability
would be SEM (second-event metastability).

Defintion 1 When the input of a synchronizer element S,
clocked with ϕ, changes state coincident with an arbitrary, jth
down-going edge of ϕ, and there was at least one prior input
event between the (j − 1)st and the jth down-going edge of
ϕ, we shall say that S has entered second-event metastability.

Since the synchronous circuit at the end of the pipeline can
be designed to accept only one event per clock cycle, the SEM
that would have caused a metastability will be ignored until
the next clock cycle.



The SEM argument would become invalid if t(j−1)
R

(i)
o

could
somehow occur at a time:

t
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R
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o

− T. (9)

However, we know that

t
(j−1)
A
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i

≡ t(j−1)
A
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= t
(j)

R
(i)
o

− τAoRo (10)

and the only way Si could change the behavior of A(i)
o would

be if the transition on S
(i+1)
i arrived at FIFO(i+1) after

R
(i+1)
i . This would imply that:

t
(j−1)
R

(i)
o

= t
(j)

R
(i)
o

− τAoRo − τSiAi − τd (11)

Usually, for a two-phase FIFO implementation:

τSiAi ≈ τSiRo . (12)

So, adding and meeting the requirement

τSiAi + τd < T/2, (13)

is trivial. Therefore, as long as

τAoRo < T/2 (14)

is preserved,

t
(j−1)
Rio

> t
(j)
Rio
− T. (15)

contradicting equation 9 and the SEM argument holds.
SEM itself can only cause SEM, and the Si cannot change

this since if a metastability occurs in the synchronizer in stage
(i), Si cannot arrive at a time that will cause a metastability
in stage (i+ 1).

The synchronous environment on the receiving end of the
synchronizer is designed to accept only one data item per
clock cycle. For the best performance, GSync should be able to
sustain that throughput at all times. To ensure GSync operates
at the desired throughput a few additional requirements are
derived below.

Figure 7 shows the steady state of a gradual synchronizer
with an infinite number of stages. All events on Ri entering
even-numbered FIFO blocks arrive τS after the rising edge
of ϕ0. All events on Ri entering odd-numbered FIFO blocks
arrive τS after the rising edge of ϕ1. All events on Si entering
even-numbered FIFO blocks arrive τda after the rising edge of
ϕ0 and all events on Si entering odd-numbered FIFO blocks
arrive τda after the rising edge of ϕ1. In the steady state, no
synchronizer assumes a metastable state, and:

t1 = max(τS + τRiAi , t1 + τAoAi −
T

2
, τda + τSiAi) (16)

t2 = max(τS + τRiRo , t1 + τAoRo −
T

2
, τda + τSiRo) (17)

The value τda is the portion of the computational delay that
takes place after the clock edge, since τd may cross over the
clock edge. So, for τAoAi <

T
2 ,

t1 = max(τS + τRiAi , τda + τSiAi) (18)

t2 = max(τS + τRiRo , τS + τRiAi + τAoRo −
T

2
,

τda + τSiAi + τAoRo −
T

2
, τda + τSiRo) (19)
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Fig. 7. Steady-state operation of the 2-phase asynchronous-to-synchronous
gradual synchronizer.

To maintain the steady state t2 must be less than T
2 so,

τAoAi < T/2 (20)
τS + τRiRo < T/2 (21)

τS + τRiAi + τAoRo < T (22)
τda + τSiRo < T/2 (23)

τda + τSiAi + τAoRo < T (24)

Of the above, τda + τSiRo is already limited to a value less
than T

2 by a stricter requirement, so this requirement is not in
the final list of conditions. It is enough to simply state that:

τd = τdb + τda. (25)

That leaves only the final inequality in the above equation
with the rather ambiguous term τda. Substituting for τda and
reducing yields:

t2 + τd + τSiAi + τAoRo − T. (26)

In order to cancel the above term. The inequalitiy:

τd + τSiAi + τAoRo < T (27)

is added to the requirements.
In order to ensure safe operation of the asynchronous-to-

synchronous gradual synchronizer the design requirements are:

τS + τRiRo < T/2

τAoRo < T/2

τAR < T/2

τAoAi < T/2 (28)
τS + τRiAi + τAoRo < T

τS + τRiAi + τAR < T

τRA + τAoRo < T

τd + τSiRo < T/2

τd + τSiAi + τAoRo < T

τd + τSiAi + τAR < T



Fig. 8. Segment of the 2-phase synchronous-to-aynchronous gradual synchro-
nizer.

C. Synchronous to Asynchronous

With an asynchronous to synchronous synchronizer estab-
lished only half of the job is done. For a full synchronous-
to-synchronous synchronizer a synchronous-to-asynchronous
synchronizer is needed as well. In this case, data, and hence
computation, move in the opposite direction from the syn-
chronization. The FIFO blocks are basic asynchronous FIFO
blocks with no extra inputs necessary. As shown in figure 8
computation is performed on the data sent out by the syn-
chronous domain. The request must be delayed in order to
ensure data safety, but the synchronization must happen on
the acknowledge. The proof and requirements derivation for
this direction can be found in [16]. The requirements for this
direction are

τS + τAoAi < T/2

τRiAi + τd < T/2

τRA < T/2

τRiRo + τd < T/2 (29)
τS + τAoRo + τRiAi + τd < T

τS + τAoRo + τRA < T

τAR + τRiAi + τd < T.

D. Four-Phase-Protocol Gradual Synchronizers

In the four-phase version of the gradual synchronizer, the
FIFO elements are four-phase protocol FIFOs and the syn-
chronizers are asymmetric detecting only certain edges. The
delay element is also asymmetric. There are many ways to
reshuffle the handshake of the four-phase protocol, one such
possibility is:

∗[[Ri∧Si];Ai ↓, [Ri∧Si], Ai ↑, Ro ↑; [Ao], Ro ↓; [Ao]]. (30)

The requirements for this direction must include the delays
for the full set of four-phase handshake transitions. The proof
and requirements for the four-phase gradual synchronizer can
be found in [16]. For the above handshaking expansion the
requirements for the four-phase gradual synchronizers can be

obtained by making the following substitutions in the two-
phase synchronizer requirements stated above:

τRiAi = τRi↑Ai↓ + τAo↓Ro↓ + τRi↓Ai↑

τRiRo = τRi↑Ai↓ + τAo↓Ro↓ + τRi↓Ro↑

τAoAi = τAo↑Ai↓ + τAo↓Ro↓ + τRi↓Ai↑ (31)
τAoRo = τAo↑Ro↑

τSiAi = τSi↑Ai↓ + τAo↓Ro↓ + τRi↓Ai↑

τSiRo = τSi↑Ai↓ + τAo↓Ro↓ + τRi↓Ro↑.

E. MTBF

When using a synchronizer it is important to ensure it can
meet the mean time between failures (MTBF) requirement of
the system. If Toh is the overhead introduced by the asyn-
chronous FIFOs in a gradual synchronizer then the probability
of metastability failure at the synchronous boundary after k
stages is

P
(k)
f = P

(0)
f e

−k(T
2

−Toh)

τo . (32)

P
(0)
f is the rate that metastability occurs at the inputs to the

synchronizer at the asynchronous end. This rate is calculated
as

R(metastability) = TwFCFD, (33)

where Tw is the window around the sampling edge of the
clock during which a change in the input data could cause
a metastability, FC is the clock frequency, and FD is the
injection rate of the input data. The synchronizer then reduces
the chance that a metastability at its input will cause a failure
in the circuit at its output,

R(failure) = TwFCFDe
−k(T

2
−Toh)

τo . (34)

The MTBF is the inverse of the failure rate,

MTBFGS =
ek(

T
2

−Toh)

τo

TwFCFD
. (35)

IV. PERFORMANCE

FIFO synchronizers like the pipeline synchronizer and the
Dual-clock FIFO exhibit best case throughput, allowing data
through at the highest rate allowed by the relative frequency
of the circuits the synchronizer connects. However, the ”two
flip-flop” synchronizers such as the simple four-phase, fast
four-phase and fast two-phase have better forward latency. The
goal of GSync is to maintain maximum possible throughput
at a lower latency than current methods. In this section we
validate the gradual synchronizer method through simulation
and compare it to the aforementioned synchronizers. In ad-
dition, we present an implementation of a network interface
(NI) using GSync and compare its capabilities with a pipeline
synchronizer NI and a fast-four-phase synchronizer NI.
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A. Throughput and Latency

The synchronizer circuits were custom designed and simu-
lated with HSIM using 90nm technology. Synchronizers were
placed between synchronous domains with the sender always
transmitting and the receiver always ready. The operating
frequency of the faster side is 900MHz with the slower side
scaled to match the desired frequency ratio. Faster frequencies
are possible however figure 9 shows that 900MHz provides a
comparison point where the MTBFs of the FIFO methods fall
in the range between the best and worst two flip-flop MTBFs.

For the latency metric five sender pipeline stages are
included in the measurement. GSync is merged with these
stages. We assume fully utilized pipeline stages, which is the
worst case scenario for the gradual synchronizer because the
overhead of the method creates a small amount of additional
computation which when merged, may not fit safely within a
cycle along with existing computation.

Figure 10 shows the latency from the point one request is
put on the input of the first of the five pipeline stages until
it appears on the output of the synchronizer. When the dual-
clock FIFO buffer fills up because the sender is faster than
the receiver the in-place nature of the buffer causes pointer
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Fig. 11. Throughput comparison of synchronizers between two clocked
endpoints. All the FIFO synchronizers share the same curve.

collision. Requests wait in the FIFO and also experience
the synchronization latency required to resolve the pointer
collision. The pipeline synchronizer latency is lower because
moving the storage location of requests as they move forward
in the FIFO decouples the sender and receiver even in high
occupancy cases. GSync keeps latency at least an additional
22 percent lower then PS.

When the sender is slower (ratios less than one) the benefit
of merging synchronization into pipeline stages isn’t as sig-
nificant since the forward latency of synchronizing to a fast
receiver is smaller. Still the GSync’s forward latency is slightly
lower or the same as the other FIFO synchronizers.

At lower frequencies the benefit of gradual synchronization
will be even greater since the method overhead uses a smaller
percentage of the total cycle time leaving more computation
time available in each stage. The forward latency of GS is
still higher than that of the two flip-flop synchronizers, this is
a result of these synchronizers only servicing one request at a
time. This is why throughput must be taken into account.

Figure 11 shows the throughput of the various synchro-
nizers over a range of clock ratios. A ratio less than one
means that the receiver has a faster frequency. In these cases
the sender can inject requests into the FIFO synchronizers
every cycle. When the receiver is slower (ratios greater than
one) the FIFO synchronizer’s data rate falls predictably based
on how fast the receiver can empty the FIFO. However,
even the best two-flip flop synchronizer (fast two-phase) must
complete a full handshake exchange between the endpoints
before accepting a new request, reducing the data rate to at
most half the FIFO synchronizers’.

When the sender needs to send more requests the throughput
capability has a larger effect on the total latency then the
forward latency does. A very busy system does better with
some buffering capability. However, even a system that only
sometimes has more than one request to inject benefits from
a method with some buffering in order to avoid intermittent
bottlenecks.
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Fig. 12. Core to network NI design.
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Fig. 13. Network to core NI design.

B. Network Interface

The benefit of gradual synchronization depends heavily on
the computation available with which to merge synchroniza-
tion. What computation exists is only know in the presence
of a practical application. In this section we implement a
network interface (NI) for connecting synchronous cores to
an asynchronous network. We assume a basic 2-D mesh
architecture connected by QNoC asynchronous routers [17]
with four virtual channels and four service levels. The QNoC
asynchronous router uses a 4-phase asynchronous handshake,
making a 4-phase gradual synchronizer a natural choice. We
compare the GSync NI to an NI implemented with a fast-four
phase synchronizer and an NI using the pipeline synchronizer.

Figure 12 shows the core to network NI. The synchronous
core issues a send request by asserting vi when it places
message data on its outputs. The NI sends an acknowledge
back to the core. The acknowledge is used to simulate a
handshake signal on vi from the core. Then the message is
processed and prepared for the network. The buffer in the
final stage only stores the second flit of a header message, the
first flit is forwarded directly to the network input port.

Figure 13 shows the network to core direction of the NI.

The output port pushes a flit into the NI by asserting ro and
placing the data on do. The NI and the network exchange a
handshake that is complete when the flit is latched in the first
FIFO. The remaining stages unpack the flit into the message
destined for the core. We assume the synchronous core is able
to accept one message every cycle.

The implementation of the core to network NI assumes the
network is always ready to accept new flits, so the NI does
not experience network stalls. An acknowledge can only occur
after a request has been issued so the output port will be busiest
when the core is constantly trying to send. We use this rate as
the basis for MTBF calculation so that the design will meet
requirements in the worst case. The fast 4-phase MTBF is used
as the minimum allowed MTBF and the MTBFs of the other
synchronizers are required to be the same or better.

Table I shows the results of simulating the core to network
NI designs at several different core frequencies. The network
frequency is the frequency of change of the acknowledge
signal, this helps determine the MTBF, and changes according
to the synchronization method chosen. The latency reported is
the time from when a message packet is injected into the NI
to when the flit(s) appears on the NI output.

Increasing the core frequency to 800 MHz causes reloca-
tion of some flit preparation computation into an additional
synchronous pipeline stage in the F4PH NI. This leads to
increased latency because the throughput bottleneck of this
method can cause a packet to get stalled in the first stage
of the NI if another packet is already in the synchronizer
stage. The 800 MHz PS NI experiences the same computation
bloat, plus additional latency degradation from the additional
synchronizer stage needed to meet the MTBF requirement.
The 800 MHz GSync NI places the extra computation into the
extra synchronizer stage required to meet MTBF requirements
which results in lower latencies.

The F4PH NI can transmit one message every three cycles
at all frequencies. The GSync NI and PS NI can transmit one
message per clock cycle at a core frequency of 400MHz. At
600MHz they maintain that rate if the core is transmitting
mostly body/tail messages. The network side cannot keep up
if a lot of headers are transmitted, since headers result in the
transmission of two flits. At 800MHz the GSync NI and PS NI
experience a data rate degradation for both types of messages.

For the network to core portion of the interface, we design
the GSync NI and the PS NI MTBF to be the same as or
higher than the F4PH NI MTBF. This results in a 3-stage PS
and GSync NI for 400MHz and 600MHz and a 4-stage PS and
GSync NI for 800MHz. The computation required to unpack
flits fits into one clock cycle even at 800MHz, meaning the
additional stage added passes data directly to the next stage
without performing computation.

Performance for the network to core interface is shown in
table II. The F4PH NI can handle one flit every three cycles
and the PS and GSync NI one every cycle. The minimum case
latencies are seen when the NI is empty and waiting for a new
flit. The more common case is closer to the maximum latency.
The GSync NI has lower latencies and the same data rate as



TABLE I
OUTGOING MESSAGE NI SIMULATION RESULTS

Sync Type
TX Clock Network MTBF Latency (ns) Data Rate

(MHz) (MHz) (years) Header Body or Tail (Mflits/s)
min max min max Head BT

Fast 4-Phase
400 272 1.84x1040 5.897 8.454 2.473 5.027 132
600 397 4.12x1019 4.221 5.906 1.632 3.313 198
800 531 2.05x109 4.732 8.475 2.525 6.277 264

Pipeline
400 400 5.63x1052 4.776 4.805 3.75 3.78 800 400
600 600 6.48x1021 3.954 7.663 2.928 2.955 954 600
800 800 5.55x1013 5.207 10.02 4.172 6.576 956 640

Gradual
400 400 2.04x1051 2.625 2.656 1.549 1.586 800 400
600 600 6.20x1020 2.839 6.654 1.759 2.254 952 600
800 800 2.47x1012 2.997 7.971 1.973 4.836 948 639

TABLE II
INCOMING MESSAGE NI SIMULATION RESULTS

Sync Type
RX Clock Network MTBF Latency (ns) Data Rate

(MHz) (MHz) (years) min max (Mflits/s)

Fast 4-Phase
400 271 1.14x1040 5.12 7.01 132
600 395 3.93x1019 4.51 5.096 198
800 527 1.95x109 3.26 3.64 264

Pipeline
400 400 3.99x1051 5.00 9.13 400
600 600 1.37x1021 4.38 5.83 600
800 800 6.02x1012 3.82 4.31 800

Gradual
400 400 3.98x1051 2.56 6.53 400
600 600 1.22x1021 2.54 3.31 600
800 800 6.02x1012 2.65 3.06 800

the PS NI. Latencies of the GSync NI are close to or less than
those of the F4PH NI. Since there are at least two flits for
every incoming message, the throughput capability makes the
GSync NI the clear choice for this scenario.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a methodology for performing synchro-
nization in parallel with pipelined computation called gradual
synchronization. Components designed using the method can
interface synchronous or asynchronous domains of an on-
chip system. High operating frequency simulations verify high
throughput capability, with up to 37 percent reduction of
forward latency as compared to previous high throughput
methods. The method has the potential for even greater latency
reduction at lower operating frequencies. Our implementation
of a NI using gradual synchronization demonstrates that the
method can be applied to a real-world problem and that it
results in a significant benefit in many cases.

In the future we would like to create a mixed synchronous
asynchronous pipeline architecture with gradual synchroniza-
tion. In this case the nature of the gradual synchronizer may
allow fine grained application of asynchronous circuits to
benefit specific processor components.
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